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by 
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This booklet answers some basic questions about measuring ventilation using tracer-gas. It explains some of the 
techniques and terminology used and gives some application examples. 
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What is ventilation? 

Most people have some idea of what ventilation is all about 
in general terms but are not quite so sure about its impor
tance to us in our everyday lives, or of the terms used to 
describe the different types of ventilation that can occur. 
Ventilation is the process of supplying and removing air by 
natural or mechanical means to and from any space. This 
word is then, all-encompassing and other terms are used to 
describe individual components of ventilation. Some of 
these components are illustrated in the drawing. 

The term "natural ventilation" covers both the uncontrolled 
inward and outward air-leakage through cracks and inter
stices (I.e. infiltration and exfiltration) and the air entering 
and leaving the enclosure through openings provided inten
tionally such as open windows and doors, and vents. Infil
tration and exfiitratlon are caused by the weather or other 
pressure-difference forces exerted on a building. 

"Mechanical" or "forced" ventilation, on the other hand, is 
ventilation air provided by electric fans. These fans are of
ten part of an air-conditioning system and may drive the 
supply airflow, the exhaust airflow, or both the supply and 
exhaust airflows. 
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Why do we need ventilation ? 

Over the past two decades many new building techniques 
have ?een developed in an effort to reduce energy con
~umpt1on. ~nfortunately, this often resulted in buildings be
ing so a1r-t1ght that very little natural ventilation was able to 
take place and increased indoor-air pollution resulted. Oth
er factors which have increased indoor-air pollution are the 
many. n~w materi~ls ~sed in the construction and furnishing 
of build1.ngs. Vent1lat1on removes indoor air pollutants and 
thereby improves the quality of indoor air. 

Indoor-air pollutants are often only recognised in the form 
of tobacco smoke or fumes and dust from industrial pro
c~sses . There are however, many other important indoor
air. pollutants - volatile organic compounds from glues, 
paints, an~ varnishes; products of combustion and moisture 
~rom heating and cooking ; and bioeffluents, micro-organ
isms, allergens, and fibres from people, pets, or supply-air. 

C?ondensation of moisture and infiltration of radon, are par
t1c~larly worrying pollutant problems. Condensation of 
moisture on the inside surfaces of building structures 
causes mould ~n? fungu_s growth and has rendered many 
almost-new buildings uninhabitable. Radon, a radioactive 
gas present in many naturally-occurring rocks and soils is 
a ~ore recently recognised indoor-air pollutant probl~m. 
!his pollutant can represent a serious health risk to the 
1nhab1tants of houses built in areas with high ground con
centrat1o~s and has, by many, come to be considered the 
most serious indoor-air pollutant of all. 

.... -~·-·~ 

Why analyse the ventilation in buildings ? 

The reduced productivity of personnel, and the increased 
maintenance costs for a building structure which can be 
caused by poor indoor air quality have to be balanced 
against the costs of improving ventilation. 

Ventilation systems can be very costly to install, and to run 
once installed. It is therefore very important to be able to 
monitor a ventilation system to ensure that it is able to do 
the job was commissioned to do and that it does it effi
ciently. It is also important to be able to check a ventila
tion-system's efficiency at regular intervals after installa
tion. 

When outdoor temperatures are considerably below the op
timum indoor temperature, the heat lost from buildings due 
to air infiltration and ventilation can account for a consider
able part of a buildings space-heating requirement. In the 
same way, when outdoor temperatures are high, or too 
much heat is generated within the building, cooling the sup
ply air becomes a big drain on resources. By making mea
surements on ventilation systems we can both check to see 
that the people in a building are getting the required 
amount of outdoor air, and check that this air is distributed 
in an economical way. 
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How is ventilation quantified ? 

Ventilation standards normally quote either the outdoor-air 
supply-requirement (volume per time per capita), or the 
outdoor-air exchange-rate (h-1

) , or both. The "efficiency of 
ventilation" is a fairly recent innovation in defining air-quali
ty and is growing in importance. This parameter is dis
cussed in greater detail in the later sections concerning the 
measurement of the age-of-air. 

The outdoor-air exchange-rate is defined as the ratio of the 
volume of outdoor-air entering an enclosure per hour to the 
effective• volume of the enclosure. In other words, it is the 
number of times an hour that the room-air is replaced with 
outdoor air. The outdoor air-exchange rate is the most of
ten quoted requirement in the evaluation of ventilation 

-- '\ 

since it takes into account the enormous variations in the 
volume of enclosures. The size of an office may, for exam
ple, vary from a small single office to a very large open 
plan office. 

The outdoor-air supply-requirement defines the volume of 
outdoor-air each person in an enclosure should receive per 
unit of time. This requirement takes into account the fact 
that each person in an enclosure is also a source of indoor
air pollution. Some standards therefore list recommenda
tions for both the outdoor air supply requirement and the 
outdoor air-exchange rate. 

• see Glossary 
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What is tracer-gas monitoring ? 
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The use of tracers in many types of research and especially 
in fault-finding activities is very widespread. Just a few ex
amples that spring to mind include following the course of 
fluids in the human body, leak testing, and even the "ring
ing" of birds. In hydrological research it would not be un
usual for a researcher to mark pebbles with brightly col
oured paint or with a radioactive isotope in order to study 
the movement of sediment along a coastline or along a riv
er bed. The basic idea is the same for ventilation measure
ments: the air in a building is marked with something easily 
identifiable so that its movement can be traced. 

The type of tracers used in ventilation measurements are 
usually colourless, odourless, inert gases, not normally 
present in the environment. The idea behind tracer-gas 
analysis can be envisaged more easily if we imagine what 
happens when soap bubbles are blown in a room. The bub
bles move around the room and through open doors, up 
stairways, and perhaps Into other rooms around the build
ing. This bubble-method is sometimes used to aid visualiza
tion when a qualitative method of studying air flows is 
needed. A major disadvantage oi this method is that the 
bubbles cannot follow the room air through cracks and 
pores in the walls. Perhaps the most frequently used simple 
qualitative technique is smoke visualization but many other 
methods can be used. Even smells can be used as tracers! 
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vVhy use tracer-gas techniques? 

Tracer-gas techniques are the only way of making many 
types of quantitative measurements of ventilation. These in
clude infiltration and air-exchange measurements, fume ex
tractor efficiencies, and spreading of pollutants. In other 
cases tracer-gas analysis methods are chosen in prefer
ence to other analysis methods because they are more con
venient and more accurate. This is often the case when 
measuring airflow rates in ventilation ducts. Each of these 
subjects is discussed in later sections of this booklet. 

A very Important aspect of tracer-gas measurements is that 
they can be made in occupied buildings. This is not only 
much more convenient but Is also much more accurate 
since It takes Into account the large effect occupancy can 
have on a building 's air-exchange 'rate - for example, the 

effect of opening and closing doors and windows. It is, af
ter all, the air-exchange rate of a building under normal 
working conditions that is important in most cases. 

Results from properly conducted tracer-gas measurements 
on a ventilation system can provide information about the 
amount of outdoor air brought into each room; the efficien
cy of heat recovery units; the amount of extract air which is 
re-circulated into the supply air ducts; the outdoor short
circuit from exhaust to outdoor air intake, and distribution 
of supply air In rooms. Much wasted energy and many 
"sick'' bulldlngs result from the fact that these parameters 
have not been taken into account at the planning stage of a 
building and are not measured as part of regular building 
maintenance checks. 

CJ 
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Air-exchange rate measurement methods 

The airflow through a room or a building is normally evalu
ated using one of three tracer-gas methods: the concentra
tion-decay method, the constant-emission method, or the 
constant-concentration method. Ail three methods are 
based on a simplification of the continuity equation: 

Change in 
amount of 
tracer in 
the room 

VdC 
dT 

amount of tracer 
introduced into 
the room 

F(T) + qv(T) · Cos 

amount of 
tracer which 
has left the 
room 

qv(T) ' C(T) 

v 
c 
T 

volume of air in room, m3 

concentration of tracer-gas in room-air, m3 / m3 

time, h 
introduction rate of tracer-gas into room, m3/ h 
concentration of tracer-gas in outside air, m3/m3 

air-flow through room, m 3 / h 

F 
G oa = 
q v = 

This can be written : 

q.(r) 

dC 
F{r) - V-

dT 

(C(r) - Coal 

To find the air-exchange rate, N, the airflow through the 
room is divided by the effective volume of the room. In the 
following few pages we will consider, in turn, the three main 
measurement methods for determining the air-flow through 
a room or building. In each case we will assume that the 

8 outside air does not contain any of the chosen tracer . 

V= 

8 
0 

0 
c 
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This is the most basic method of measuring air-exchange 
rates and is used to obtain discrete air-exchange rates 
over short periods of time. 

A smal~ quantity of tracer-gas is thoroughly mixed into the 
~oom air. The so~rce of gas is then removed and the decay 
in the concentration of tracer-gas in the room is measured 
over a period of time. To ensure that the tracer-gas con
centration Is the same at all points in a room at any partic
ular time a big mixing fan is run throughout the measure
ment perl~d . Provided that no tracer-gas is supplied to the 
room during the measurement period and the airflow 
thro~gh the room is constant, the concentration of tracer
gas is found to decay exponentially with time. By plotting 
the natural logarithm of gas concentrations against time a 

Tracer -
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The constant-emission method 

This method is used for long-term, continuous air-exchange 
rate measurements in single zones (discussed below), or for 
measurement of the airflow through ventilation ducts (dis
cussed in a later section). 

When using the constant-emission method, tracer-gas is 
emitted at a constant rate for the duration of the measure
ment period. This means that provided both the air-ex
change rate and the tracer-gas concentration in the zone 
are constant, the continuity equation reduces to: 

F Air-exchange rate, N = ~v~.-0~ 

If either the air-exchange rate or the tracer-gas emission 
vary during a measurement period, then the general conti-

) 

Large fan 

Gas monitor 
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s~raight line is obtained and the gradient of the 
air-exchange rate in the room: 

where 

Air-exchange rate, N = In C(O) - In C(7 i) 

C(O) = concentration at time= o (m3 /m3) 
C(71) = concentration at time= 71 (m3/m3) 
71 = total measurement period (h) 

line is the 

If an a~proximately straight line is not obtained, then the 
room air cannot be considernd well mixed and the results 
are thus not valid. 

The only e~uipment needed for this measurement method is 
a gas monitor, a bottle of tracer-gas, and a mixing fan. This 
makes the method cheap and easy to perform. 

/ 

nuity equation has to be used to obtain the air-exchange 
rate. As with the concentration-decay method, the tracer 
concentration should be the same throughout the zone at 
any instant of time. The mixing needed to achieve this is 
done with fairly large mixing fans. 

A flow meter is needed to measure the flow of tracer-gas 
emitted into the room. Since tracer-gas is emitted continu
ously into the zone throughout the measurement period, 
special attention should be paid to the cost and amount of 
tracer-gas used. Using a monitor that allows you to mea
sure cheap tracer gases and/or allows very low concentra
tions to be detected and measured can help to keep this 
cost down. 



The constant-concentration method 

This method is used for continuous air-exchange rate mea
surements in one or more zones. It is particularly useful for 
conducting analyses in occupied buildings. 

The air-exchange rate Is directly proportional to the tracer
gas emission rate required to keep the concentration con
stant. 

When using a constant-concentration measurement method 
concentrations of tracer-gas in a zone are measured by a 
gas monitor. This information is then sent to a computer 
which controls the amount of tracer-gas "dosed" into the 
zone in order to keep its concentration constant. A small 
fan is normally used to help mix the tracer with the room
air. In most cases, however, the air in each zone does not 
have to be perfectly mixed. Provided that the concentration 
of tracer-gas in the zone is constant over time, the continu
ity equation reduces to : 

This method offers two great advantages: not only can it be 
used to obtain an accurate long-term average air-change 
rate in situations where the air-exchange rate varies - for 
example, in occupied buildings; but it can also be used to 
document these variations in detail. As with the constant
emission method, tracer-gas costs may be an important 
consideration. 

12 

Air-exchange rate, N(T) 
F(T) 

The constant-concentration method is also particularly well 
suited to the continuous determination of the infiltration of 
outside air into each individual room in a building . 

v . c 
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Guarded measurements 

Guarded measurements are used to measure the air-ex
change between one part of a building and: either another 
part of that building, or the outside air. 

An example of a guarded air-exchange measurement is il
lustrated in the diagram. The problem is to measure the 
outside-air supply rate to the office shown in the upper part 
of the office building. This office is called the measured 
zone and the zones surrounding it are called guarded 
zones. Guarded measurements are done by dosing the 
measured zone and the guarding zones with a certain con
centration of tracer gas (5 ppm, for example) and maintain
ing this concentration for the duration of the measurement 
period. 

During the measurement period, all air exchanged between 
the guarded zone and measured zone will contain the speci
fied concentration of tracer-gas and will therefore not 
cause any variation in the emission rate of tracer into the 
measured zone. Outside air entering the measured zone 
will, on the other hand, temporarily dilute the tracer-gas 
concentration there and result in some more tracer being 
emitted Into the measured zone. The amount of tracer emit
ted into the office is directly proportional to the outdoor 
air-exchange rate of that office. 

~he outdoor air-exchange rate is calculated using the equa
tion used for the constant concentration method shown on 
the previous page. 

'Unmarked" 
.. air 
/!--, Air "marked ' 
'<--"' with tracer-

as 
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r..Jnww cnaracceristlcs in rooms 

The air-exchange rate measurement methods tell us the 
amount of air supplied to a room or building but nothing c::======="' 
about the airflow in the room or the distribution of the ven- c===V=====~ r 

Short-circuit air K 

lflatlon air entering the room. In other words. even though ]\ V 
we find out If enough ventilation air is supplied to a room A 
we do not know If this air Is used ef flciently; we do not ~ 
ev~n know whether this air ever reaches the people occu-
pying the room. . 

r 1(> V 

A satisfactory distribution of ventilation-air In a room Is es
sential If you want enough outdoor air and a low air-pollu
tlon level at each individual work place In a room It wil l 
often also make ft easier to control the thermal envir~nment 
at each workplace. It should be noted, however, that good 
~istrlbutlon does not ensure a good environment but is an 
important step towards one. 

An unsatisfactory airflow pattern may be due to the tem
perature of the supp·1y air, temperature gradients within the 
room, type and positioning of supply and extract air-ducts 
machines, furniture and other objects within a room. ' 

Detailed information about the distribution of ventilation air 
in a room c~n be deduced from the measurement of the 
age distribution of the air In the room. The methods most 
commonly _used to determine the age-of-air in a room are 
discussed in the following sections. 

- ---~ - -- -- --.-- ...., __________ -- ---

The age-of-air 

The age-of-air in a room is a measure of the length of time 
it has been in the room. The "youngest" air is found where 
the outdoor air comes into the room, the "oldest" air may 
be found at any other point In the room. The age-of-air can 
be considered in two different ways: the local-mean age-of
air, and the room-average age-of-air. 

Local-mean age-of-air is used if the ventilation of individual 
work stations, or the distribution of air in naturally ventilat
ed buildings is to be assessed. It is also used in the map
ping of airflows through rooms. The big advantage of this 
method is that results apply to individual points within a 
room - areas of stagnant air can be located, and the ven
tilatlon air supply at head height at an individual's work
station can, for example, be assessed. 

Room-average age-of-air is a number which quantifies the 
performance of a ventilation system. This number takes 
into account both the amount of ventilation air suppl ied to 
the room and the efficiency with which it is distributed 
around the room. 

Room-average age-of-air is measured in the extract air
duct. This measurement is, however, not reliable in cases 
where a large proportion of air leaves the room by other 
means, for example, through random exfiltration. 

/ / / 
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Age-of-air and air-exchange efficiency 

The lowest possible room-average age-of-air occurs when 
there is perfect piston flow through that room. Piston flow 
is characterised by the fact that the oldest air is found at 
the extract air ducts. 

11 the air In the room is perfectly mixed then the room
average age-of-air will be double that of the case with pis
ton flow. The age of air In the extract air duct is the same 
as that all other points in the room. 

If there are areas of stagnant air in a room - due the 
short-circuiting of supply air - then the room-average age
of-air will be greater than the perfectly mixed case. Stag
nant areas are characterised by the extract air being youn
ger than the room-average age-of-air. 

The advantages of piston flow (or displacement ventila
tion•) and disadvantage of short-circuiting can be Illustrat
ed by considering a room In which both pollutants and heat 
are generated uniformly. With piston flow, extracted air will 
be hotter than and contain a higher concentration of pollut
ants than the average in the room. Conversely, with a less 
efficient short-circuiting pattern, extracted air will be both 
cooler, and contain a lower concentration of pollutants than 
the average in the room. 

The efficien.cy with which the ventilation system exchanges 
the room air can be calculated by dividing the local-mean 
a~e-of-air in the extract by twice the room-average age-of
air. 

The_ local-mean age-of-air In the extract is equal to the ef
fective volume of the room divided by the airflow rate 
through it. 

• see Glossary 

Piston Flow 

~ =!> ~ ~ 
1 ={> =J. ~ \ ,o"'m"" 
~ -1' -A: 1Vl7/ ~:~~~:~~~age T[_ '---z,./ ~ c=(>. J age-of-air x 2 

1~Pe-r-fe-cl_M_i-xl-ng-------~'---~ 

c=~ ~~::1~ 
~~ J ·~::~~:.~;" 

Short Circuiting with stagnant areas 

lJ L 

in extract= 
Room-average 
age-of-air 
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Age-of-air measurement methods 

There are three tracer-gas methods for measuring the age 
of the air: pulsed injection; concentration-growth; and con
centration-decay. The equation which allows age-of-air to 
be calculated can be found in Appendix A. 

With the pulsed injection method, ventilation air entering 
the room Is marked with pulses of tracer-gas (pt. D In fig
ure) at definite times and the tracer-gas concentration In 
the extract duct and at points of interest in the room moni
tored (pis. S). The advantages of this method are that it is 
quick and comparatively little tracer-gas is used. The main 
disadvantage is that it is difficult to obtain rapid enough 
measurements of tracer-gas concentration in the room. 

With the tracer-gas concentration-growth method, ventila
tion air is continuously marked with tracer-gas as it enters 
the room and the growth of tracer-gas concentration in the 
room studied. This method is useful in cases where a uni
form concentration of tracer-gas throughout the room is 
difficult to achieve - for example, in very large rooms 
such as assembly shops or aircraft hangars. A big disad
vantage of the method is that only the distribution of sup
ply-air provided by the ventilation system which Is mea
sured. 

Measurement with tracer-gas concentration-decay is the 
most popular age-of-air method. It is very similar to the air
exchange rate concentration-decay method except that no 
room-air mixing takes place after the tracer has first been 
perfectly mixed into the room air. The concentration-decay 
method of measuring age-of-air Is discussed in more detail 
in the next section. 
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r1~c-ui-a;r measurement with concentration-decay 

With the tracer-gas concentratlon•decay method the air In 
the room is marked with tracer-gas and the decay of the 
gas concentration due to the lnflltratlon of unmarked out
door air Into the room Is studied. The local-mean age-of-air 
is simply the area under the concentration versus time 
curve. This method Is preferred by many researchers be
cause difficulties In marking all of the lnflltratlon air are 
avoided. The concentration-decay method is also the only 
usable method where a space is naturally ventilated. 

TypJcal plots of the tracer-gas concentration as a function 
of time are shown In the Illustration. At the beginning there 
Is a region with a non-exponentlal decay, but after a certain 
period of time, the gas concentration decays exponentially. 
In practice the measurements are stopped when the con
centration begins to decay exponentially, since the residual 
area under the curve can be calculated with good accuracy 
using a simple equation {See Appendix A). 

/'I the point at which the concentration change has been 
studied is in the extract air duct then the room-average 
age-of-air can be calculated. We can also calculate the air
change rate for the room as a Whole (1/iocal-mean age•ol-air In 

e~ 1rao1) and see whether or not there are areas of stagnant 
air In the room. By measuring the local-mean age-of-air at 
dlfferent points In a room areas of stagnant air can be lo
cated {see pt. B In figure). 

100%0100[SJ 100~ or start % % 
concen-

tration 

A B C 

O Time O Time O Time 
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Local-mean 
age-of-air 
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Local-mean 
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Measurements on ventilation systems 

Ai_rfl~w .measureme~t:e:~~;:~ir::n~~:;i~~ t::s~~~~no~~~; 
m1ss1onin~ and ma1 . of information in connection with 

~=c~~~i~~~~~~~~~a~~~c~~fices and ~~:l~~t~~ ii~~h;s~~11~~~ 
of outdoor air ~efchi~g ~:ec~~~~C:·r air intake duct directly 
mb easure :~i~ ~1~~f~s l~ften too short. However, th~re is an 

ecause k' this measurement using trac-
alternative mthethodc~~r71~s~~~t-circuit of ventilation air"). er-gas (see e se 

. rtant consideration is that the 
In industry, the most i~pt~ concentrations of toxic gases 
workers are not expt~s~ health Removal of toxic gases at 
which may damage eir . ~ of reducing worker's ex-
source is the m~s\~~f:~~~~e~ ir Is often the effectivity (or 

P.~:~;~r~oe:~~~~c~") of P?int-sou~ce fu~e-extractors that is 
the main determinant of indoor air quality. 

~~:t~~f~l~~:~;te~~c~i~~~ ~r~~;~~:~ti~e~ho~i~~::ew~~~~l~t~~~ 
sidered. 
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Airflow measurements in ducts 

Accurate airflow measurement in ducts with many bends Is 
very difficult with Pl tot· tubes but can be me·asured easily 
and accurately using a constant emission of tracer-gas 
technique. Unlike measurement techniques using Pitot 
tubes or air velocity probes the measurement of airflow in 
ducts with tracer gases Is actually made easier with bends 
and turbulence In the ducts. When making these kind of 
measurements, however, it Is Important to ensure that the 
distance between dosing and sampling points is large 
enough to enable good mixing of the tracer-gas across the 
diameter of the duct. 

In the case of a length of straight duct a distance between 
dosing and sampling point of 25 times the duct diameter is 
recommended. This will give a deviation in tracer-gas con
centration across the diameter of the duct at the sampling 

Constant-emission 

Constant-emission 
' Flow meter 

Tracer-gas 

point of around 7%. If their are one or two bends In the 
duct then more turbulence is created and a distance be
tween dosing and sampling point of only 10 times the duct 
diameter Is normally enough to ensure a deviation in trac
er-gas concentration across the diameter of the duct of 
less than 2%. 

These distances depend on many factors and can only pro
vide a rough guide. When making the measurements the 
degree of mixing at the sampling point can easily be as
sessed by sampling at various points across the diameter 
of the duct. If there Is a lot of variation in the concentration 
of tracer-gas across the diameter, then the sampling point 
should be moved further down the duct. 

• see Glossery 

Dose [m't sl 
q, = c, - c. (m'lm3 j 

Where: C1 ~ Concentrallon at sampling point 
Cos Background concontratlon In duct 

( ~ rv;~~ - ,--
c, 

Sampling 

c, 

Sampling 

Gas monitor 
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Short-circuit of ventilation air 

f extracted air recirculated 
To calculate the percentage o gas Is Injected into the ex
Into the supply air duct. t;~~:r~xtract fan and the concen
tract air duct upstream o asured downstream of th~ fan -
tratlon of tracer-g~s Is ~e ixed Into the exhaust a1~ - as 
where the tracer. is. we ~ t and in the supply air duct, 
well as In the air intake ~cf 
downstream of the supply air an. 

·on of tracer-gas in the outdoor 
The ratio of the concentra~centration in the exhaust, C ~· 
air-intake, Co• to t_he -~~f exhaust air into the outdoor air 
gives us the short-circu1 
intake duct, r so· I 

. n of tracer-gas in the supp y 
The ratio of the concentrat10 tlon In the exhaust air d~ct, 
air duct c,, to the concent~a . f extracted air back into 
Ce• give~ us the to~al short-~~~~t1~c~rcuit for the ventllatio~ 
the supply-air . This total f b th the outdoor short-circuit 
system, r st• is ~ad~ up o i~side the system, r ,,. Short
and the short-circuit of alt' . d the system may be lnten
clrcuitlng of extracted i81; n~~~n!1 leaking of air whilst pas~
tlonal, or due to the un n e unit The leakage or extract-~ir 
Ing through a heat-recovery : I the total short-circuit, 
diversion inside the syst~m ~~c~~~it yr . This value can be 
r ' minus the o~td.oor s or f the p~r;:ntage of extract-air 
~~ed in the opt1m1sat1on .o • 
recircl!lated in an economiser . . . 

. t a building by a vent1lat1on sys
The outdoor air brought tn o the air flow-rate in the supply 

tern can be calculated from ly air that is outdoor air 
rcent of the supp . 

ducts, and ~he pe d short-circuited extract-air. 
and not recirculate or 

20 • see Glossary 

Air 
Intake 

duct 

(Outside) 

:-R (Inside) 

~ '"""""' """' 

Exnaust 
air duct 

it Tracer gas 
dosing point 
(Constant 

Extract emission) 
air duct " Supply "_. (C,) 

air duct c::._---=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=----~--:--1 
q \l(OUL!ide) ::= qll(supply) • <1 - rs\) 

Total short circui t. r s1 == r sl + r so 89()422 



Effectiveness of fume-hoods 

Dosing point 
(Constant emission) 

Sampling 
olnt 

When working with noxious gases it is essential that the 
worker is well protected. Whether in a factory or in a lab
oratory this protection commonly consists of fume-hoods. 
The purpose of these hoods is to capture, extract and then 
dispose of enough noxious gas to ensure that occupants 
can work without risk to their health. 

~~--J.:::::::~E~x~tr~ac~t~a~ir-~d~uc~t.o--~-J...~ 

The performance of the extractor should be checked in situ 
since it will be affected by its position in relation to doors, 
air-conditioning systems, gangways, and other extractors. It 
is also important to tai<e into account the effect the body of 
the technician will have on the airflow. 

The effectiveness of the extractor is assessed according to 
its capture efficiency and this is measured using tracer-gas 
techniques. A typical set-up is shown in the diagram. 

Constant-emission of tracer-gas and concentration moni
toring are carried out on the section of duct just down
stream of the hood as in an ordinary duct air-flow determi
nation. The mean concentration measured during this part 
of the test represents a fume-hood capture-efficiency of 
100%. The same volume flow rate of tracer-gas is then 
dosed at the position which. under normal working condi
tions, would be the source of noxious gas or pollutant. A 
simple ratio of the concentration of tracer measured In the 
duct during this second stage of the test to the concentra
tion measured during the first stage represents the capture 
efficiency of the t)ood for that dosing point. When a de
tailed study Is made, a map of capture efficiencies, for an 
area under or around the hood, can be drawn up . 

As with all tracer-gas investigations the density of the trac
er-gas should not be too different from the density of the 
gas being investigated. See Appendix 8. 

Gas monitor 

l~!D 

Extract air-duct 

d f P
ollutants using 1 tracer-gas 

Measuring the sprea o " 
onto a surface occurs when 

condensation of moisture t with a relatively cold surface. 
moist air comes Into cont~c ls encountered ln all sorts of 
The problem of condensa o~ommon and damaging In roof 
buildings and Is particularly 
spaces. 

Drier 
outside 

air 

Humid air 

,_,,, 21 

f the roof is often encoun
Condensatlon on the under;ld: ~wlmmlng halls. When this 
tered ln the roof space a ov ter often not only causes 
happens, the condensed w~rs but drips down onto the 
mouldy and rotting roo\ tim~) ·a~d eventually. back through 
roof Insulation (thus ruin n~ hall 
the celling Into the swlmmmg . 

. I the swimming hall are often 
Damp patches on the ceiling o roblem. lt Is often difficult to 
the first noticeable signs of a bf Is It due to condensa
find out the cause of the pro e~e; in the roof? This Is a 
tion up ln th~ ro~f-space or r!cer-gas pollution spreading 
typical situation in which : l Tracer-gas is dosed to and 
techniques can be very use u I In the swimming hall. and 
kept at a constant concentra~~~centratlon of ·tracer-gas at 
a gas monitor measures the (S) In the swimming hall and 
one or more sampling point~ d of time 

l~~sampll~g ~I, 
I 

in the root-space over a peno . f);r-
r-

[r ob 
i'' /'-? 
-~ ~ 

~ { / 
,;:@" / 89042..! 
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Measuring the spread of pollutants 
using 1 tracer-gas 

In the example considered here 
;esp~~urs was considered sultablea ~~asurhement period of 

we can see that th . · m 1 e measurement 
through the swfmmin e movement of moist a· 
~lm.ost cer talnry the ~~~~~ c~~lln~ Is particularly serlou~r a~~ 
e~!' s. celling. We can also see t~a~ water dripping from the 

enng the roof-space dur more than 80% ot the air 
ments came from th h ing the first night of m 

e all The I easure-
perature difference at night I arge Indoor-outdoor tem-
~~~~g ·rising air-current or "~tf:~ba~ly ~~spo~sible for a 
ceiling is able lo overcome the flow-Jn~i~~~ fbns1de the hall 

· g arrfers of the 

The amount of leakage from th 

B~n~~~J~~:t:£~~~;dr~~1 t~~,~~~~:~~~n~a~:~~,~~:1~e:~~ 
bar~iler. In less se1r~~~~at~oa~!~d ah carefully-sealed ~;;o~~~ 
pro em may be possible ' ~ eaper solutions to th 
"?"". thrqugh the root-spac~uch t~s i~crea~ing the outside ai~ 
~;n~n the root space to a level ~~ :h~e~1~g the humidity of 

e. IC 1t would not con-

As well as being a useful 
analysis of problems th t tool for the identification and 
useful tor checking th~t r!p;;~~e;-gas techniques are very 

ave been successful. 

8 
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Measuring the spread of pollutants using 2 tracer-gases 

Mr and Mrs. Jones live above a fishmonger and are very 
happy that they do not have far to walk If they want fresh 
fish for their breakfast. When the shop first opened, howev
er, they were worried by a strange smell which penetrated 
everything in their home, and by a pride of cats which fol
lowed them around when they walked outside. The local 
ventilation expert was called In to solve the problem and, 
after a quick Inspection, she decided to use the two-tracer 
constant-concentration technique for a spread-of-pollutants 
investigation. 

By dosing gas A to a constant-concentration in the fish
monger's, and gas B to a constant-concentration in the 
Jones' home, and recording the emission rates of the gases 

and the concentration of both gases in both zones a lot of 
very useful information was obtained. 

If we regard the study as two ordinary constant-concentra
tion air-exchange rate measurements It Is easy to see how 
the Individual air-exchange rates for the fishmonger's and 
the Jones' were obtained. Performing both measurements 
at the same time means that we can also calculate the air
flow from the fishmongers to the Jones' and/or vice versa. 
If the airflow or mixing between the two premises Is signifi
cant, then we can use the results to help deduce the cause 
and, thereby, the best solution to the problem. The results 
of the Initial Investigation are shown In the drawing below. 

The Jones' Flat (Home Sweet-smelling Home) 
Air exchange measured 97 m3/h 

{ 

Air to fishmonger's 
Air Jlow Other exflllratlon air 
calculated Air lrom fishmonger's 

Other lnllltration air 

8 
92 
25 

z 75 

The Fishmonger's Shop (A Wet Plaice) 
Air exchange measured 58 m3 /h 

{ 

Air to the Jones' flat • 25 
Air Jlow Other eltllllroUon oir • 35 
calculated Air lrom the Jones• lint 8 

Other lnllltrallon air 52 

890426 



Measuring the spread of pollutants using 2 tracer-gases 

Pollution spreading between two zones is caused by either 
general mixing between the zones, or due to a pressure
difference Induced flow from one zone to lhe other. The 
solution to a pollution problem depends on the type and 
cause of pollution and the mode of spreading. If the prob
lem is one of general mixing between zones and reducing 
the pollution at source is not a practical consideration, then 
the solution is to seal the two zones off from one another. 

If, as was found to be the case in the fishmonger case
study, the problem Is one of a flow from one zone to anoth
er, then the best solution may be to alter the pressure dif
ferential between the two zones. 

The original measurements also showed that ventilation of 
the fishmongers' was insufficient and the ventilation expert 
therefore concluded that the best way to solve the problem 
was for the fishmonger to Install an air-extraction unit with 
a chimney. This solution should both have reduced the pol
lution at source and altered the pressure differential be
tween the two spaces. Sometime after the extraction-unit 
had been installed the spread-of-pollutants study was re
peated and, from the resuits obtained, appeared to be a 
great success. 

The Jones' Flat (Home Sweet-smelling Home) 
Air exchange measured 101 m3 /h 

What makes a 
good tracer-gas? 

{

Air to llshmonger's 
Air flow Other exllltratlon air 
calculated Air lrom fishmonger's 

Other inllltratlon air 

= 14 
= 87 
= 1 
= 100 

The Fishmonger's Shop (A Wet Plaice) 
Air exchange measured 121 m3/h 

{

Air to the Jones' flat 
Air llow Other exflltratlon air 
calculated Air from the Jones' flat 

Other infiltration air 

1 
= 120 
= 14 
= 107 

h Id have a similar Density 

a gas s ou r 
To be sulta~:e s~~u~d t~~~e~~rmally be t~~s:~a~u:~~~0~0 ° a 
density to. at , d Its concentration mu~ hi diluted. perhaps 
outdoor air· an even when tug Y sult-

d order of accuracy, .d rons when choosing a 
?hoeo most important cons• . eraw1 hat It must not dol 
• e however. 
able tracer gas ar • I the gas should be 

For safety considerations. lof~~v:x::~ :~ measurements a~~ 
able nor exp 11 should have 

neither namm d In occupied buildings. ncentrations 
often pertorme ealth effects In the co al ses 

smel! o~ t::?th~d~::~s~ :nd finally, slnc~~;l~~e~;~:\~';,oitant 
require the mass-balance eq losure does so 
are based t~~~nall the tracer lea~ing the e~~at the gas chO_-

~y ~~!u~~ocess of ventll~~~\~h:a~e~~sfurnishlngs. ~n~~~ 
sen must not be l~:~~ilding surfaces or the room a r, 
must not react w the measurements. 
decompose during . bove but several 

. nts given a • · 
No gas fulflls all the req~~~yrn:s tracers. These includ~ ~~~ 

e used success h hexafluoride, an 
gr~suess ::1de, carbon dioxide. :u~~o~~ outline of the proper
~rlgerants . Appendix B gtlvceosmmonly used tracer-gases. 

of the mos 
ties of sorn~ I Important to always 
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sheet~~ t~:;t~~~ ~~c~-;~~ d:~~~nn:~:i~e :~~~d~gt~~ ~=~~~ ~~~ 
c b performe co . . · 111<ely to Inter
analysis Is to e other gas which i.s If the 

\ntend to use, or any intended tracer gas. 

i~~ with thde ~e~~~;:1~e~~h~r t~:e lntendse~h~~~e~eg~~o~~:. 
air Is toun alternative tracer ga 
111<ely lnterferant an 

Detectability 

l 
ExplosivilY 
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Age-of-air measurement equations 
Appendix A: .-------------

ives an overview of equations 
The table on the next pag~ ~ An example of how the cal-
used for calculating . age-o ~~~·is shown below. 
culations are made '" prac th 

gas concentration-decay method e 
Using the tracer- f air <r> is given by: 
room-average age-o - ' ' 

1st moment 1st moment . 

<:;'> d area + Residual area ' Measure 

Ured area + of residual area of meas 

Measured 
area 

M-1 

= 1/2 (Co+ CM) . t:i. r + ~ C1. t:i. r 

j M-1 

Measured area 

+ = Total area under curve 

1st moment 
of measured 
area 

+ ~ C" Tl• t:i.T - 1/ C • Q. T + 1/2 CM • AT . TM L._, J 
- 8 0 j= 1 
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Residual 
area 

1st moment 
of residual 
area 

where Ci = 
CM= 
M 
t:i.r = 
A exp= 

TJ = 
TM = 

CM 
-

A exp 

CM 
= -- (rM+-f-) 

A exp exp 

concentration measurement j 
final concentration measured 
number of measurements 

sampll.ng Interval nential decay region slope in the expo . 
time of measure~ent J - M . t:i. r 
total measuring ttme, rM -



,..µµc:na1x _A: Age-of-air measurement 
equations (Cont'd) 

Tracer-gas measurement 
Measurement Equation method 

Local mean air-of-air ;-
(Arbitrary measuremen"t point) Room-averageage <; > 

(Measured in exhaus1) 

Concentration decay method 
L '°C(T) dT l coT Cexh (T)dT 

C(O) 

l co Cexh {T)dT 

Concentration growth method 
lco(1-~)dT 

J ' 

lcoT(1-~) dT 
o C(oo) 

C(oo) 

lco( 1 Cexh ( T) ) 
C(co) dT 

Pulsed Injection 
lcoT · C(T) dT 

l"°T 2 
C•xh (T)dT 

where 

30 

lco 1 
C(T)dT 2 loo T C •xh ( T) 

C(O) - concentration at T ,, 0 
dT 

C( 00 ) '"' concentration at T _ 
00 

C 9,h(T) 
: concentration in exhaust C(T) 

concentration at time r r - time 

T02114G80 
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Appendix B: Properties of a selection of tracer gases 

Tracer Formula Density Max Concentration Comments 
Compared to air For Density' 

ppm 

Nitrous oxide N20 1,53 640 

Carbon dioxide C02 1,53 640 

Sulphur 
hexafluoride SFs 5,11 83 

R-12 CF2Cl2 4,18 107 

R-1381 CF3Br 5,13 83 

R-115 CCIF2CF3 5,31 80 

1) In terms of density the maximum concentration has been 
set at a level of tracer concentration above which the 
air/tracer mixture would differ by 0,03%. Such a density dif
ference (equivalent to a temperature difference of -0,1 °C) 
is very unlikely to have a significant effect on the airflow or 
air-exchange rate of a space. 

For Safety• 
ppm 

25 
Anaesthetic gas. Widely used as a tracer 

5000 
High background concentration variation 
due to occupants. Readily available 

Detection affected by other halogenated com-
1000 pounds in air. Decomposes to toxic compo-

nents at 550°C. Widely used as a tracer 

1000 Detection affected by other halogenated 

1000 
compounds in air. Possible background lev-
els. Used In multi-tracer work . Decompose to 

1000 toxic components at high temperatures 
T01979GBO 

2) These safety limits often vary with time and from country 
to country. You should always check what the local expo
sure limits are and stay within these limits when using any 
tracer gas within an occupied building. 
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Appendix C: Reference temperature 

Measurements of air quaHt 
ent temperatures and presiuparameters are made at difler-
comparison of results obtain~~s~:~~~der to make a reliable 
results must be expressed with I erent places, then. the 
per a tu re and pressure It is I res~ect to a reference tem
temperature, pressure, ·and hu~~~t important to quote the 
ments took place. Y at which the measure-

At present no single set of referen 
and pressure are available Th ce values of temperature 
pected In the forthcoming ISO 8~5~ecommended values ex-
103,3 kPa respectively. standard are 273 K and 

Air exchange results made at tern 
P1 can be converted to refere perat.ure T1 and pressure 
p u · h nee conditions r d 

ref smg t e following equation: rel an 

and pressure 

) ./ 

I 
-----
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Glossary 

air-exchange rate 

air infiltration 

capture efficiency 

displacement 
ventilation 

economiser 

effective volume 

the ratio of the volume of air entering 
an enclosure per hour to the effective 
volume of the enclosure 

the uncontrolled Inward air-leakage 
through cracks and interstices·. infiltra
tion is caused by the Interaction be
tween the building's leakage charac
ter istics and external driving forces 
caused by the weather 

the percent of a pollutant gas an ex
traction device can extract directly 
from a specified point in a room 

a ventilation method that pushes air 
Into a space over a large surface area 
so as to avoid high air velocities and 
turbulence. The overall effect Is one of 
piston flow from the supply to the ex
haust 

a device in a ventilation unit which re
circulates air from the extract duct 
into the supply air duct 

the volume of air in a room excluding 
that unmixed air in, for example, built
in cupboards, and including the vol
ume of connected spaces with which 
the room air mixes freely 

local mean 
age-of-air 

room-average 
age-of-air 

measured zone 

mechanical 
ventilation 

natural 
ventilation 

pitot tube 

ventilation 

ventilator 

,--r 

the mean age of air-"molecules" pass
ing an arbitrary point. The age of the 
molecule being defined as the time 
elapsed since it entered the room 

the mean-age of all air present in the 
room. The age of the molecule being 
defined as the time elapsed since it 
entered the room 

the space or enclosure in which the 
measurements are made, normally a 
room 

ventilation by means of one or more 
fans 

ventilation using only purpose-provid
ed openings and the natural forces of 
wind and temperature difference 

a detector for transmitting the starn: 
and dynamic pressure of a moving flu
id stream. The difference In the mea
sured pressures Is used to determin 
the velocity of the fluid 

the process of supplying and removin~ 
air by natural or mechanical means tc 
and from any space 

appliance or aperture for ventilatin£ 
room, compartment, or mine, etc 
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